Bryant Fillion

Language Across the
Curriculum
Examining the place of language in our schools

Lip service hasbeenpaid for aslongas we canremember to theproposition that
"Every teacher is a teacher ofEnglish. " It is the very rare school or university
where this is indeed the case. Drawing heavlly on the monumental Bu//ock
Report, set up in 1973 to meet concern in Eng/ish about the qualityofEng/ish
teaching, BryantFi//ion makes plain how complete (butfeasible) a revolution is
involvedin any serious implementation in school ofthe language policythat the
situation calls for. His explorations ofthe actual dai/y or weeklywritten output
of students. in three successive inquines in different schools; reveal some
disconcerting realities aboutwhat typically happens now;andin spe//ing out the
questions a teacher really must askabouthisor herown work, he makesit c/ear
that the kind ofactivtties in class thatarerequired areradica//y different, evenin
English classrooms.

"Language across the curriculum" and "school language policies" have
become familiar phrases amongOntarioeducators, at leastsincethe publication
of the 1977 Ministryof Educationguidelines for English at the Intermediate and
Senior levels. Following the lead of the 1975 Bullock Report, A Languagefor
Life,l both Ontario guidelines refer to language across the curriculum, with the
Intermediate Guideline stipulating that the schoolprincipal "recognizes the role
that language playsin aIlareasof the curriculum and provides the initiative for a
schoollanguage policy.'? The SeniorGuideline notes that "In aIl subject areas,
the use of language involves the student in the formation of concepts, the explorationof symbols, the solving of problems, the organization of information,
and interaction with his or her environment. Teachers need to recognize and
reinforce the central role of language in this learning process.'?A forthcoming
Intermediate Guideline supplement, titled Language Across the Curriculum,
will provide additional information to teachersand administrators tryingto find
out just what "language across the curriculum" means, and what they are expected to do about it.
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White providing considerable impetus for schools to improve their work
withstudents'language, suchofficial mandates can leadto problems as weil. Undoubtedly, more than a few English department heads have been caught off
guard by a principal's request to "get a school language policy to me by next
week." And GeraldHaigh's Times Educational Supplement parody of the situation must ring true for many Ontarioschools:
Monday. Arriving at school in a decisive mood, 1 wrote on my 'Things to do'
pad:

1. See the caretaker again about that funny sticky stuff behind the radiator in
room three.
2. Remove the outdated notices from the board in the corridor.
3. Institute a language policy across the curriculum."

A school's language policy

The theoretical basis of language across the curriculum derives largely from
the Bullock Report, and the workof people like James Britton,' Nancy Martin,"
and Douglas Barnes.? Threecentraltenetsof the concept are that (1) language is
more than surface structure, (2) the entire school as an environment influences
students'language development, and (3) language plays a keyrolein virtually ail
school learning. Based on these assumptions, a school language policy is concerned with more than the elimination of errors in spelling, punctuation,
sentence structure,and usage conventions. It involves broadening teachers' notions and awareness of language, helping students learn to use language, and
helping them use language to learn. As one publication succinctly states,
One of the major functions of language... is its use for learning: for trying to
put new ideas into words, for testing out one's thinking on other People, for fitting together new ideas with old ones, and so on, which aIl need to be done to
bring about new understanding. These functions suggest active uses of
language by the pupil as opposed to passive reception. A 'language policy' is
more accurately described, therefore, as a 'language and learning policy'.8

Language across the curriculum, interpreted as a concern for improving
surface structure, usually results in a somewhat grudging agreement from nonEnglish teachers to pay moreattentionto spelling and sentence structurein their
students' papers. The "policy" which results deals largely with the evaluation
and marking of student papers.
Interpreted in the broader sense of "language and learning", language
policies become considerably moreradical, raising fundamental questions about
leaming and teaching. For example, a 1971 discussion document from the london Association for the Teaching of English includes a sample "Language
Policy" containing the following items:
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We need to find ways of helping pupils without putting words in their
mouths. We could perhaps he less concerned to elicit from them verbatim
repetitions of time-honoured formulations than to ensurethat pupils engage in
a struggle to formulate for themselves their present understanding. Discussion
is an essential part of that process...
Many school activities should he carriedout by small groups which can
use their talk to move towards understanding by meanswhich are not present
in the normal teacher-directed classroom. . .
Written work asks for the teacher's attention and interest more than
(perhaps, instead of)hismarks. If priorand exclusive attention isgiven to spelling, punctuation and correctness (inits narrowest sense) then ail too easily the
writerfeels that the message itselfand his efforts to communicate it are of less
importance. 9

Even though these statements, and the entire L.A.T.E. document, are intended as tentative guides for discussion, such a policy obviously goes far
beyond an agreement to mark spelling and sentence errors in students' papers.
And it poses sorne verydifficult problems for implementation, especially in the
secondary school, as Nancy Martin indicates:
... the general patternof the organisation of secondary schools works againstit
... Apart frompressures of timethere are implicit assumptions that a specialist
will he able to manage his own affairs - including of course, the language
proper to his subject ... This problem is compounded by the fact that most
secondary teachers (other than sorne teachers of English) think of language as
something to he corrected and improved.J?

Existing (implicit) policies and "rules"

Faced with thesedifficulties, a secondary school staff might weil decide to
do withouta language policy. However, the question isnot really whetheror not
to have a language policy, but whether or not to make the policy explicite
Through the attitudes and actions of individual teachers, the shared assumptions of departments, and the demands and constraints placed on students'
language use, every school already has a policy toward language and leaming,
even though the policy and its effects have probably never been articulated or
discussed. For example, the policy in sorne classes, if not in entireschools, might
he something like the following:
Students willlearn by listening and reading, rather than by speaking or
writing.
Students will he quiet, unless given permission to speak by and to the
teacher.
Students will ask very few questions about the subject.
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Students will write down only the words and ideas given to them by the
teacher or the textbook.
Students will only speak or write in correct, final-draft language, to
demonstrate that they have learned the information given.
This is a parody, of course. But it may he closer to the truth than we suppose. Arno A. Bellack and others, summarizing extensive research into
classroomlanguage,indicate that there are severalunstated but powerful"rules"
which seem to control "the classroom game" for most teachers and students.
Among the rules for the pupils are the following:
The pupil's primary task in the game is to respond to the teacher's solicitations.
ln general, the pupil will keep his solicitations to a minimum.
Even more important than the don 't solicit rule is the don 't react
evaluatively rule. Under no condition is the pupil permitted to react
evaluativelyto a statement made by the teacher; that is, the pupil does not
tell the teacher he is right or wrong, that he is doing well or doing badly.
A corollary of the "don't react evaluatively" rule is the general principle,
"within the classroom, teachers speak The Truth."!'
To the extent that Bellack's findings characterize classroompractice, these
rules of the game constitute a language policy very much at odds with current
theory and research. Amongother things, they quite explicitly deny a key principIeof the Bullock Report, that "language has a heuristicfunction; that is to say a
child can learn by talking and writing as certainly as he can by listening and
reading."? A language policywhich severely restricts pupils' languageuse in the
classroom impedes both language development and learning for a great many
students. One major function of a schoollanguage policyis to bring such limitations to teachers' consciousawareness for examination and possible change.
ln my work with school principals, 1 have tried to indicate the primary concerns of a schoollanguage policyfrom the point of view of a concerned and informed parent seeking a linguistically adequate school for my daughters. The
following questions suggest the kind of information 1 think schools should he
seeking about their own language policies and practices:

Sorne Questions for the Principal (From a Troublesome Parent)
ln what ways do you want students' language to he different as a result of time
spent in this school?
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What evidence do you have that students can speak, write, or read better when
they leave the school than when they entered?
How much writing do students do in this school? What kinds of writing, and in
which subjects?
How many teachers in this school take class time to teach students how to do
the kind of writing they require? How many provide opportunity for students to
"practise" writing (i.e., without being marked)? How many provide students
with models of "good" writing in their subjects?
How many teachers encourage students' "exploratory talk," to put new ideas
and information into students' own language?
ln an average day (or week) in this school, how much opportunity will an
average student have to question, talk, or write about the things she or he is expected to learn? How much opportunity does she or he have to use and apply
knowledge Iexcept on tests)?
How readable and interesting are the textbooks? What additional material is
available for students to read about the subjects?
How many students in this school read (or write) for pleasure? What do they
read? How many read newspapers regularly? How many are non-readers?
Perhaps it goes without saying that such questions make many principals
feel somewhat uncomfortable. But most principals agree that the questions are
reasonable, and perhaps even worth the time and energy to find sorne answers.

Examining present "policies" on writing
During the 1977-78 school year, 1 was involved with several schools attempting to establish language policies,especiallywith regard to writing. In each
case, we began by asking questions about present practices, and in three
Toronto-area schools we conducted "writing surveys" to obtain answers to three
questions: How much writing are students actually doing? What kinds of
writing are they doing? ln which subjects? The results of the surveys have been
illuminating, both to the schools involved and to others as weIl.They indicate, 1
believe, both the need for and potential of language policies which involve
teachers in gathering data and reflecting on their own practices.
ln each of the three schools, the survey was conducted for a two-week
period (ten school days), during which time we xeroxed daily aIl of the writing
done in and for school by a sample of students. Insofar as possible, we copied
every bit of writing these students did: notes, tests, homework, worksheets,
rough drafts, and papers.
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The three categories devised to describe the kinds of writing found in the
first survey also proved adequate for the two later surveys: copying (where the
student was simply "taking down" information directly from sorne source),
directed writing (wherestudents were writingout answers to teacher or textbook
questions primarilydealingwith the recallof information, summarizing, or making notes in their own language), and undirected writing (involving sornedegree
of original thought or creativity, as in storiesor reports on students' own topies,
where the writer was involvedin manipulatinginformation, ideas,and language.
"Open ended questions" involvingstudents in the interpretation and manipulation of content wouId also presumably result in undirected writing.)
The first survey was conducted in a senior public school (grades 7 and 8) in
a middle-class area of Toronto.

SCHOOL A (Grades 7 and 8)
n=21 (random sampie)
Amount of Writing in 10 School Days (average pages" per student)
Grade 7
9.3 pages
Grade 8
9.4 pages

*Note: In tabulating these data, we counted as a "page"any piece of paper with sorne
student writing on it, often just a few words. Therefore, on the basis of this sample,
students in this school write considerably less than a page a day.
Kinds of Writing: Copying: 46 pages(21 % of total);DirectedWriting: 96 pages(43%
of total); Undirected Writing: 81 pages (36% of total).*
"Note: The sampieof writingincluded veryfew rough drafts, no examples of informai
or "personal" writing, and no examples of extended writing going on for more than
two pages.
Writing bySubjects:Eng/ishand math (taughttogetherin this school): 90 pages (40%
of total);science: 66 pages (30% of total); history and geography: 56 pages (25% of
total); others: Il pages (5% of total).

Perhaps the only additional comment necessaryhere is that the teachers in
this school were quite surprised at how little writing was being done, and at the
dearth of writing in the undirected category. Subsequent informal observation
indicated that both the total amount of writingand the proportion of undirected
writing increased in the school following discussion of the survey results by the
teachers.
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The second survey
The second survey was conducted in a junior high school (grades 7, 8, and
9) in a middle class neighborhood. In an attempt to simplify data collection, the
survey was conducted using a small number of "able, cooperative" students,
reasoning that this would produce "oost case" findings. Presumably other
students in the school wouId 00 writing less than these good students were. To
provide more precise findings, words were counted rather than pages. On the
average, students write about 275 words per page of Iined notebook paper.

SCHOOL B (Grades 7,8,9)

n = Il

(~~Good" Students)

Amount of Writing per Week (average number of words per student per week)
words in continuous,
related sen tences

isolated words,
sen tences. phrases

total words
per week

223
616
580

117
210
760

340
826
1340

Grade 7 (n=4)
Grade 8 (n= 4)
Grade 9 (n=3)

Kinds of Writing (average words per student per week; % of total for grade)"
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9

copied

directed

undirected

92 (30%)
187 (23%)
741 (55%)

32 (10%)
590 (71%)
595 (450/0)

190 (60%)
47 ( 6%)

o

"Note: The sampie contained very few rough drafts and no cases of students writing
about or reflecting on their own experiences or commenting informally on the subject
matter. Directed writing here consistedalmost entirely of summarizedor paraphrased
information. Undirected writing was primarily play scripts and stories for English. In
computing these averages, occasional isolated words which had been included in the
"amount" tally were disregarded.

Writing by Subjects (total words by ail students in two weeks; c = copied,d = directed,
u = undirected)
English

History
Geography

Science

Others

Grade 7

u: 1520

c: 100
d: 260

c: 76

c: 564

Grade 8

c: 50
d: 2420
u: 350

c: 660
d: 2195
u: 25

c: 639
d: 49

Grade 9

d: 1693

c: 4445

d: 200

c: 145
50
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Because of the smallnumber of students,and the sampling procedure used,
we cannot generalize from this sample to the school population as a whole.
Nevertheless, as in the first school, teacherswere quite surprised at the" limited
amount of writing done by these "able" students, and the smallproportionof it
which could he identified as undirected writing. Following the survey, teachers
reportedly workedto increase the amount of undirected writingdone in various
subjects.
The third survey

The third survey was conductedin a secondary school (grades 9 to 13), using a random sample of 36 students (approximately 2.25% of the student
population). Given the random sampling, and the fact that the school is on a
semestered system, not aIl subjects were covered for aIl grade levels. However,
with the exception of art (2students), family studies (3students), and geography
(8 students), aIl subjects were represented by at least ten students at various
grade levels.
To the extent that School C's findings accurately reflect actual practices,
they do indicate a clear "language and learning policy" with regard to writing.
Writingis done primarily to improve and demonstrate the retention of information. Writers seldom deal with their own ideas, language, or understanding of
materialto demonstrate sorne degree of independent thought and work with the
content, and they virtually never write imaginatively, or about their own experiences.
Perhaps predictably, when teachers in this school saw the survey results,
their initial concern was that the "quality" of writing had not been reported.
They were much more in favor of a policy which would"correct" writingthan
one which would deal with its uses for learning.

Learnlng to use language

The primary interest in "language across the curriculum" and "school
language policies" has comefrom a concernwith improving students' language,
rather than from a concern with language and leaming. However, the popular
concem with young people's language development has had a narrow focus
which invites a correspondingly limited response from schools. So long as the
concem with language is limited to such surfacespecifies as spelling and grammaticalcorrectness, attention isfocused on directinstructionand teachercorrection, rather than on the larger problems of language functions, intentions,and

use.
Linguist Courtney Cazden argues, "The mast serious problem facing the
language arts curriculumtoday is an imbalance between means and ends - an
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SCHOOL C (Grades 9-13)
n = 36 (random sampie)
Amount of Writing
In two weeks, these students wrote a total of 98,890 words, an average of 2746
words/student, or slightly morethan one pageperday. However, amounts variedwidely amongstudents, teachers,and subjects. Most students wroteconsiderably lessthan
a page a day.
Amount by Subject (average words per student per 10 days; average pages per day
@ 275 words per page)
avg. wdsl
10 days:
avg. pages/day

Eng/ish

History

Geography

Science

Technica/

Business

1323

1962

1640

1360

687

650

112+

3/4

2/3

112

114

114

Kinds of Writing (Note: In this survey,the "undirected"categorywas subdivided into
subject-related, personal, and imaginative.)
In the total sample,

37%
43%
19%
1%
0.05%

of the writingwas copied;
was directed;"
was subject-related undirected;"
was-personal undirected. and
was imaginative undirected.

"Note: Three long grade-13 papersin English and history account for more than half
(55%) of ail the subject-related undirected writing. Most directed writing involved
answers to factual, recall questions, or longer "reports" which were largely paraphrased versions of encyclopedia or textbook information.

Kinds of Writing,by Subjects (percents of total writingdone in the subject)

English
History
Geography
Science
Technical
Business
Family Studies
Math
Art

copied

directed

14%
47%
18%
50%
76%
35%
38%
71%

37%
39%
77%
46%
24%
41%
38%
25%
26%

subjectundirected

47%
14%
4%
4%
24%
6%
4%
57%

personal

undirected

imaginative
undirected

2%

0.08%

18%
17%
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imbalance between too much attention to drill on the component skills of
language and literacyand too little attention to their significant use." The same
pressures which have given needed attention to the importance of language
development have done so in such a way as to impede the very progress desired:
Responding to real or imagined community pressures, able and conscientious
teachersail over the country are providing abundant practicein discrete basic
skills; whilec1assrooms wherechildrenare integratingthoseskiIlsin the service
of excitingsFking, listening, reading, and writingactivities are becoming rare
exceptions. 1

Ultimately, of course,such exclusive emphasis on discrete skills will be selfdefeating, though it doesanswerthe immediate demandfor action in a relatively
painless and socially acceptable way. It is certainly far easier to teach (once
again) a lesson on run-on sentences and fragments than to follow the adviceof
the Bullock Report:
The kindof approachwhichwe believe willproducethe languagedevelopment
we regard as essential. .. involves creating situations in which, to satisfy his
own purposes, a childencountersthe need to use more elaborateforms and is
thus motivatedto extend the complexity of language available to him.!"

Once we accept as a basic premise that intention and use are essential
elements in the development of language, there are important implications for a
school language policy, Amongother things, it becomes important to examine
the schoolas a language environmentwhich promotes or inhibits development.
ln addition to asking "What are students being taught about language?" we
must ask "What opportunities do they have to use language in meaningful ways
for a varietyof purposes?" The resultsof our school writingsurveys suggest that
these opportunities may he very limited indeed. There were very few instances
wherea student clearlyencountered"the needto usemoreelaborateforms"and
virtually none where a student wrote "to satisfy his own purposes".
As Joan Tough's research indicates, childrenarrive at school from homes
which have provided markedly different opportunities for language use.15 The
Bullock Report notes the implications of these findings for schools:
If a child does not encounter situations in which he has to explore, recall,
predict, plan, explain,and analyse, he cannot be expected to bring to schoola
ready made facility for such uses. But that is not the same thing as saying the
ability is beyondhim. What is needed is to create the contextsand conditions in
which the abilitycan develop.P

When weconcernourselves with students'opportunities to use language in
purposeful ways, rather than in dummy-run exercises divorced fromcontext, we
can raise sorne very powerful and practical questions about school practices. In
my work with teachers, 1 have encouraged them to consider questions such as
the following:
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How much opportunitydo your students have to use their own language to
discuss and make sense of your subject; to talk and write to a sympathetic, encouraging audience, interested as much in what they have to say as in correcting
what they say; to use language for such logical operationsas explaining, describing,defining, giving opinions, inferring, speculating, comparing and contrasting,
questioning, and paraphrasing?
ln an average week in your classroom, how often do you use an idea or
comment volunteered by a student? How often do you encouragea student to
elaborate on what he or she has said?How often do you, or your students, ask
questions you are genuinely interested in? How many students speak or ask
questions voluntarily about the subject? How much voluntary reading do
students do? How frequently and how much do students write? How often do
they discuss and question what they have read or written?
There is nothing subject-specific to English or language arts in such questions, and in fact teachers of science, geography, family studies, and other subjects seem to find them usefulways to approach the topic of language development in their own subjects. Once teacherssee that language use is as important
to development as direct instruction and correction, their own role in students'
language development becomes much clearer. We must begin, 1 think, by encouraging teachersof aIlsubjectsto lookat what they and their students are doing with language, and at the relationship of these language uses both to
learning and to language development.

Using language to learn
One major obstacle to the serious consideration of language in schools is
that language is so obviousand all-pervasive that it often escapes our attention.
Until teachers examine carefully the relationships of language to learning,
understanding, and intellectual development, they are unlikely to take seriously
their own responsibilities toward language development or to realize the potential of language for alllearning. The Bullock Report says,"For language to play
its full role as a means of learning, the teacher must create in the classroom an
environmentwhichencourages a widerangeof language uses.'"? But this principIe was clearly not operating in the writingcollected in our surveys.
Two key points teachers need to understand about language and learning
are that language plays a key role in understanding new information, and
language plays a key role in intellectual development. This first point is nicely
summed up in the NATE documenton language across the curriculum:
... theory and practice suggest that if a learner at any level is able to make his
own formulations of what he is learning, this is more valuable to him than taking over someone else's pre-formulated language. In practice, this means that
pupils often need to have the opportunity to say or write things in their own
ways, in their own styles, rather than copying from books or taking notes from

dictation.P
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Douglas Barnes, 19 amongothers, offerstheoretical and researchevidence to
support the idea that by putting ideasinto our own languagewe come to understand them. When students are denied the opportunity to use language in this
way, learningsuffers.
Perhaps more important than the immediate role of language in making
senseof new informationis the part it playsin developing mentaloperationsand
intelligence. A decade ago, James Moffett pointed out the relationship in
Teaching the Universe ofDiscourse:
... a pedagogy based on provoking or eliciting thought presupposes that a child
is already capable of generating the required kinds of thoughts. Asking
"stimulating" questions and assigning "stimulating" reading invites the student
to put out but does not give him anything, as teachers of the disadvantaged
know weil. In order to generate sorne kinds of thoughts, a student must have
previous/y internalized sorne discursive operations that will enable him to activate his native abstracting apparatus...
Elicitation has a place certainly at sorne stage of instruction, but more
basic is to create the kinds of social discourse that when internalized become
the kinds of cognitive instruments called 'for by later tasks. 20

Although the exact relationship of thought and language remainsa largely
uncharted area, there is little doubt that restricted language development is
associated with restricted mental operations of the type most calied upon by
schools. At the very least, language must he acceptedas our point of access to
students' thinking. Despite many controversies, there are two key points of
general agreement, cited in the Bullock Report:
(a) that higher processes of thinking are normally achieved by the interaction of
a child's language behaviour with his other mental and perceptual powers; and
(b) that language behaviour represents the aspects of his thought processes most
accessible to outside influences, including that of the teacher.ê!

ln James Britton's telling phrase, language is "the exposed edge of thought."
It is obviously possible to by-pass a good deal of students' language use in
our teaching, by extensive useof teacherlectures and audio-visual presentations,
short-answer recitation sessions, workbook "fill in the blank" exercises, "copy
from the board" note-taking, and objective tests. Unfortunately, such teaching
deprives students of two major meansof learning- talkingand writing - and
it may result in limited intellectual growth as well, As Donald Graves pointsout
in his study of the diminishing use of writing in schools:
A far greater premium is placed on students' ability to read and listen than on
their ability to speak and write. In fact, writing is seldom encouraged and
sometimes not permitted, from grade one through the university. Yet when
students cannot write, they are robbed not only of a valuable tool for expression but of an important means of developing thinking and reading skills as
well.22
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The language across the curriculum movement has great potential for improving both language and learning, by leading us to examine and reflect on the
place of language in our schools in light of such admonitions. If they are not
trivialized to an exclusive concern for surface correctness, school language
policies mayyet provide a salutary outcome to the "backto basics" controversy.
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